In this work, we present a 3D Phase Field Dislocation Dynamics (PFDD) model for body-centered cubic (BCC) metals. The model formulation is extended to account for the dependence of the Peierls barrier on the line-character of the dislocation. Simulations of the expansion of a dislocation loop belonging to the {110} 111 slip system are presented with direct comparison to Molecular Statics (MS) simulations. The extended PFDD model is able to capture the salient features of dislocation loop expansion predicted by MS simulations. The model is also applied to simulate the motion of a straight screw dislocation through kink-pair motion. *
Introduction
Dislocations are carriers of plasticity in metals [HB01, HL68, KM03] . During straining, individual crystals that are up to microns across will contain a collection of dislocations gliding on particular crystallographic slip planes in particular slip directions. They move and are stored heterogeneously throughout the crystal. Dislocations or groups of dislocations have been represented in various ways, atomically including their core to discretely as a line to statistically as a dislocation density to finally crystallographically as slip. Models that represent dislocations discretely, including their Burgers vector and line orientation, have thus far been successful in capturing heterogeneity in slip.
Atomistic approaches, including Molecular dynamics (MD), Molecular Statics (MS), and Density Functional Theory (DFT), are one such example. These methods can model the movement of a few disloca-tions in small volumes (high dislocation densities) and account for the atomic-scale effects of the dislocation core during motion along with interactions and reactions with other dislocations and boundaries in the system [LeS13, ZRSOB17, WScGI04, WTF13, LBW18] . The chief disadvantage of atomic-scale techniques is that they are limited in the material sizes and time scales they can access.
Moving up in length scale, mesoscale dislocation-dynamics (DD) codes have been emerging over the recent past in an effort to overcome the short time and length scales that limit atomistic methods. These models account for each dislocation as a line in a 3D continuum that interacts with other linear dislocations via elastic fields. The motion and interaction of the individual dislocation lines in a system is modeled over time and under various applied loading conditions. These approaches do not resolve the dislocation lines to the atomic level, hence features such as the dislocation cores cannot be explicitly captured.
One such DD model, classified as discrete DD techniques (DDD), was developed in the late 90s [GTS00, DK97, RZH + 98, WFVdGN02]. Since then DDD models have become a well-developed approach for modeling a group to several interacting dislocation lines in 3D space. They have been successful in addressing the evolution of many interacting dislocations [ZOAB11,CB04,KDT98,WBL08,ZBL11] and the formation of organized dislocation structures in strained crystals [MDK02, KC92, Kub93, ALM01, WBL09, DSDR10]. They have also considered a variety of crystal structures including face-centered cubic (FCC), body-centered cubic (BCC) metals and hexagonal close-packed (HCP) metals [ZdlRRH00, ACT + 07, BTB + 14, MDK04, LeS13, BC06] . They were originally developed for bulk crystals but in the past decade have been further developed to account for the barrier effects of interfaces and grain boundaries, twin boundaries, precipitates, and thin films [EAFH16, HRU + 17, GFMH15] .
In DDD models, the dislocation line is discretized into a finite number of segments, and at each point along the line the equation of motion is solved. Some elementary processes, such as dissociation, climb, non-Schmid effects, or cross slip can be modeled with the help of rules, typically motivated by atomistic simulations, including MS, MD, or DFT [EABG08, WB11, WBT14, SLB + 07, WB11] . For instance, the model by Shehadeh et al. [SLB + 07] incorporates fault energies into the DDD model to simulate slip transmission across an interface, including the possibility of core spreading in the interface. A number of DDD models have incorporated the effects of cross slip [WBL07,KCC + 92,WBL08], finding that they lead to formation of slip bands or cellular structures. A recent set of works have applied to examine the effects of precipitates in superalloys [HRU + 17, YLH13, HZT12, GFMH15].
Another type of mesoscale mechanics technique for simulating dislocations that has emerged is phase field dislocation dynamics (PFDD). Phase field models have been traditionally used to study phase transformations [Ste09] . In the last few decades, they been extended to model dislocation behavior and interactions [WJCK01, KCO02] , giving rise to the name PFDD. PFDD adopts the original basis of phase field models in the sense that system dynamics are directly dependent on minimization of the total system energy. However, in contrast to traditional phase field approaches, the order parameters in PFDD represent individual dislocations rather than different material phases. More specifically, in PFDD, dislocations in each slip system, α, are represented by scalar order parameters, ζ α (x, t); one order parameter per slip plane. At any given point on a slip plane, this phase field parameter records the amount of slip that has occurred due to dislocation motion in units of the Burgers vector [KCO02] . Transitions in the order parameter can represent the locations of dislocation lines. A master energy functional is comprised of the elastic strain energy, calculated from continuum linear elastic dislocation theory, and the dislocation lattice energy, which is often informed from atomic scale simulations. The equilibrium positions of the dislocations in the crystal are determined by minimizing this energy functional at every time step. In this way, PFDD enables simulations with much larger crystal sizes and time scales (seconds and 10-100 nanometers), more comparable to those used in experiments, than atomic-scale simulations.
The PFDD model was developed to simulate the evolution of dislocations in any material. Despite this, most PFDD studies have focused on modeling dislocations in FCC materials, with a few modeling BCC dislocations [BH16, MKO11] . In FCC metals, PFDD studies have considered not only perfect dislocations but also partial dislocations [BH16, HZB14, HBGK11], heterophase interfaces [ZHBK16, HLB18] , and deformation twinning [HB14a, HB15] . In recent years, they have successfully been advanced to model grain boundary sliding [KWLL11] , grain boundary dislocation nucleation [HB14b, HZB14] , glide in high entropy alloys [ZCK19] , texture effects in thin films [CSPK17] , formation and glide of partial dislocations in polycrystals [CHBK15] , the presence of void space [LMK13] , and slip transfer across biphase boundaries [ZHBK16, HLB18] , again, all for FCC metals. Recent advancements have been made in predicting dislocation networks in boundaries of BCC metals [QZS + 19] and transformations to the HCP phase by sequential glide of FCC Shockley partials [LTBL17] .
Dislocation motion in FCC materials is fundamentally simpler than that in other metals. First, FCC materials deform predominantly via one slip mode. In comparison, it is well known that BCC metals slip along the close-packed direction, 111 , however the slip planes on which slip occurs is harder to definitively identify (for a detailed review on this topic see [WBB13, Chr83] HL68] . To add further complexity, the activated slip mode can depend heavily on the loading conditions (i.e, strain rate, temperature, orientation), which is largely a result of the unique, non-planar core structure of screw dislocations in BCC metals [WBB13, Chr83, RVC + 17]. For example, this core structure produces high lattice resistance causing the glide of screw dislocations to be thermally activated through kink nucleation mechanisms at low temperatures. In addition, BCC metals are well-known for non-Schmid behavior, in particular showing a distinct tension-compression asymmetry under uniaxial loading, which is much larger than that seen in FCC metals [DV98a, VP08] . Deviation from the Schmid law is due to two distinct effects: the critical resolved shear stress can be influenced by any component of the applied stress tensor, and the critical resolved shear stress is not independent of slip system and sense of slip [DV98a] . The first of these is due to the non-planar core structure of screw dislocations in BCC metals responding to different components of the applied stress tensor than expected [VP08, GV19] . The second aspect is the well-known twinning/anti-twinning slip asymmetry found in BCC metals [DV98a,DRC + 16,WB11]. Finally, the core structure of screw dislocations in BCC metals is different from the core structure of edge dislocations. Hence, and also in contrast to FCC dislocations, the motion of dislocations in BCC metals depends on the line-character [UW75, LT62, BH67, TKC98]. These distinctions induce changes in the types of active deformation mechanisms in the metal. For example, low temperature electron microscopy measurements in BCC crystals have shown the presence of long screw dislocations, indicating that non-screw dislocations are more mobile and require a lower resolved shear stress (RSS) for motion [HB01] . Due to the high RSS required, screw dislocations in BCC metals move by nucleation and propagation of kink-pairs. A kink-pair is first nucleated along the screw-oriented dislocation dislocation line. The kink is bound by a pair of oppositely signed edge oriented components. Due to the low RSS required to propagate edge-oriented dislocations, the sides of the kink can move easily laterally along the dislocation line and the screw dislocation ultimately advances. Thus, to accurately capture dislocation motion in BCC materials, it is important to account for the line-character and capture the dependence of RSS on the line-character.
In this work, we present a 3D PFDD framework that includes dislocation character dependent behavior applicable to BCC metals. The article is structured as follows. First, the PFDD framework traditionally used for perfect dislocation motion in FCC materials is briefly presented in Section 2.1. Extensions to account for a line-character dependent Peierls barrier are presented next in Section 2.2. Two cases are treated with the extended BCC PFDD model in Section 3, dislocation loop expansion and the kink-pair motion of a screw dislocation, the former of which is presented with direct comparison to atomistic results.
Methodology
In this section, the PFDD formulation that has been traditionally used for perfect dislocations in FCC metals is first reviewed [BH16] . Since BCC metals typically do not mediate plasticity through partial dislocation motion, the formulation for perfect dislocations is extended to account for differences in edge/screw dislocation motion that is common to BCC metals. This extension incorporates a character dependence into the energy functional minimized in the PFDD formulation.
Phase Field Dislocation Dynamics (PFDD)
As briefly described in the previous section, in the PFDD formulation, dislocations are described using scalar-valued order parameters ζ α (x, t) defined on each active slip system α. For example, in an FCC material there can be up to 12 active order parameters, one parameter per slip system. Integer values of these order parameters represent perfect Burgers vector translations (or no translation at all with a zero value order parameter), where atomic bonds have already been broken and reformed and the crystal has undergone slip. A positive perfect dislocation on system corresponds to a positive integer jump in the order parameters and vice versa for a negatively signed dislocation. Order parameters with values between zero to one indicate the location of the dislocation core, where the atoms in the crystal structure are broken and not perfectly aligned. The total system energy E, can be expressed as a function of these order parameters. To capture the motion of the dislocation network, the system is expected to evolve toward a minimum energy state. Minimization of the total energy is done using a time-dependent Ginzburg-Landau (TDGL) kinetic equation, which also allows for stress equilibrium, div σ = 0, to be achieved:
with the assumption that the total strain (x, t) = e (x, t) + p (x, t), where e is the elastic strain, and p is the plastic strain. The coefficient L governs the rate at which equilibrium is achieved.
We assume that plasticity is mediated by the motion and interaction of dislocations, and hence the plastic strain, p , is directly dependent on the active order parameters in a system [KCO02,WJCK01], following
where N is the number of active slip systems, b is the magnitude of the Burgers vector b, s α is the slip direction (normalized Burgers vector s ≡ b b ), m α is the slip plane normal α, and δ α is a Dirac distribution supported on the slip plane of slip system α.
The total system energy consists of two key energy terms [KCO02] :
(2.
3)
The first term, E strain , is the strain energy, which accounts for elastic interactions between dislocations (e.g., attraction and repulsion), and interactions between the applied stress and the dislocations. It can be written as the sum of internal and external interaction terms:
where C is the elasticity tensor, and σ appl is the applied stress. e can be solved in terms of p through transformation into Fourier space, which provides the following expression of the internal strain energy [KCO02] : 
where B is the Peierls barrier, or the magnitude of the energy barrier to activate slip. This parameter can be informed many ways. For a wide range of BCC metals the Peierls potential for screw dislocations have been calculated using DFT [WTF13, LBW18] . It can also be calculated more quickly via MD simulations but with the caveat that accuracy depends on the reliability of the interatomic potential used [LeS13, LBW18, ZBGW11]. More often, this term is informed using information from the material γ-surface, such as specific stacking fault energies or generalized stacking fault energy (GSFE) curves as calculated with atomistic methods [Sch05, Vit68] . Such energetic calculations do not involve the motion of a dislocation but rather shifts of two crystal halves with respect to one another across a crystallographic plane, and therefore do not correspond directly to the Peierls potential. A relationship has been determined between the Peierls potential and the energy of the atomic bonds across a plane as a function of shifts in the atomic positions [JD97, Pei40, Sch05] . In BCC metals, the peak value of this energy function in the unstable stacking fault energy (γ U ), which can therefore be related to motion of the entire dislocation.
Extension to BCC Metals
It has been shown that in BCC metals the Peierls stress for screw dislocations is one to two orders of magnitude greater than that for edge dislocations [LK79, Vit74] . Consequently edge dislocations move faster through the crystal lattice than screw-type dislocations which, in turn, dominate the plastic response [HB01, HL68, KBC12]. To better model the plastic deformation in BCC metals, we extend the PFDD model to account for differences between edge and screw dislocation motion.
Specifically these extensions primarily modify E lattice , so that character dependence of the Peierls energy barrier can be accounted for. As mentioned above, the Peierls barrier itself can be estimated with atomistic modeling approaches. However, to determine the Peierls potential for the all (or even many) dislocation characters is computationally costly. In an effort to approximate the variation of the Peierls potential and also move up in length-scale, we utilize γ U in conjunction with a transition function. The transition function captures the dependence of the Peierls energy barrier on screw/edge character of a dislocation. Furthermore, this function describes how the energy barrier varies with character in general, and by incorporating such a term into E lattice dependence on dislocation line character is added into the PFDD model. Determining the line character of a general dislocation line requires calculation of the gradient of the order parameter. This is followed by, the development of the transition function which is a function of the character angle, θ. Within the PFDD model, such a loop would be modeled with a single active order parameter with a value of unity inside the loop and a value of zero outside the loop. Hence, the gradient of the order parameter, ∇ζ α , will only be non-zero at points along the dislocation line, where the order parameter transitions between 0 and 1. In addition, the gradient of the order parameter lies in the n-m plane, as shown in Figure 1 , and defines the direction in which the order parameter has the most dramatic change.
Calculating the Dislocation Line Sense
In order to add character dependence to the total system energy the character angle, θ, is needed for all points along all dislocation lines present in the simulation. To achieve this we first calculate the gradient of all active order parameters across all computational points within a simulation using a central difference approach,
where (x i , y j , z k ) is any computational grid point, and (∆x, ∆y, ∆z) are the grid spacings in the (x, y, z) directions, respectively. Taking the cross product of this gradient vector with the slip plane normal produces the vector tangent to the dislocation line, i.e., the line sense. This unit tangent vector can be expressed as:
Finally, the character angle, θ α , can be calculated by taking a dot product of the tangent vector and the slip direction (i.e., the normalized Burger vector):
Recall, θ α = 90 • represents a point on the dislocation loop that is of pure edge type, and θ α = 0 • indicates pure screw type. Other values between 0 • and 90 • represent dislocation segments that are of mixed character.
Defining the Transition between Edge and Screw Type
To account for the anisotropy in the Peierls barrier within the PFDD model, Equation 2.6 will be dependent on the line-character such that dislocations that are of screw type must overcome a much larger energy barrier than dislocation of edge type. However, the transition of the height of the energy barrier from screw character (maximum) to edge character (minimum) must also be defined in order to allow simulations of general dislocation segments and configurations. The functional form of such a transition is generally unknown, and the formulation presented here allows for different functions to be tried and tested against atomistic simulations and/or experimental results.
Perhaps the simplest and easiest definitions of the transition function, β(θ(x, t)), are either a simple linear or a sinusoidal transition. Both of these proposed functional shapes failed to yield matching results to atomistic results (discussed in later sections number of MD simulations that determined the Peierls stresses of b = 1 2 [111] dislocations on the (110) slip plane of BCC Ta as a function of dislocation character. As expected, pure screw dislocations required the largest stress to initiate motion. Interestingly, they also found an asymmetric, local maximum in the Peierls stress for a mixed type dislocation with a character angle of θ = 70.5 • . Based on this previous study, we chose to incorporate this second peak (preserving the asymmetry) into the transition function producing a local maximum in the energy barrier for this mixed type dislocation in addition to the global maximum for screw type dislocations.
The two-peak transition function was initially determined through interpolating the mobility data from Kang et al. [KBC12] . This function is expressed as:
(2.10)
Using this transition function, Equation 2.6 can be rewritten for BCC materials as: On implementation of this new formulation for E lattice into the TDGL Equation (Equation 2.1), we note that an approximation must be made. The variation of the lattice energy with respect to the order parameter becomes challenging due to the functional dependence of the transition function on the gradient of the order parameter. Furthermore, β (θ) is a piecewise function making the variation ∂E lattice /∂ζ analytically intractable. Hence, in calculation of the variation we have made the following approximation, 
Molecular Statics Simulations
As mentioned in the previous section, the PFDD model was calibrated for Nb and Ta using MS calculations of material parameters such as γ U and the lattice parameter. In addition, isotropic Voigt moduli calculated from the MS predicted stiffness tensor (C) were also used to inform the PFDD model. All MS simulations were performed using the LAMMPS [Pliov] software. The components of C were calculated using separate MS simulations in which a 3D periodic 5x5x5 simulation cell, with the Cartesian axes x, y, z oriented along the [100], [010], and [001] crystallographic directions, at equilibrium geometry corresponding to P = 0 atm and T = 0 K. This simulation cell was affinely deformed using a prescribed set of lattice strains. These deformed geometries were used to construct energy-strain curves with respect to the applied strain, from which the C ijkl were obtained. The γ U were calculated from the γ-surfaces calculated using the standard procedure, [Vit68, DV98b] in which, relaxation of atoms are allowed only in the m direction and periodic boundary conditions are used only in the glide plane. The predicted lattice parameters, linear elastic coefficients, and γ U are provided in Table 1 . The 111 trace of the γ-surfaces predicted by MS simulations for Ta and Nb are shown in Figure 3 . We used the Finnis-Sinclair inter-atomic potential for Nb and Ta [AT06] to ensure consistency of our simulations with the input parameterization provided to our model by Kang et al. [KBC12] . We note here that a shallow minimum was predicted at 0.5 * 111 in the γ-surface for Nb for the Finnis-Sinclair potential. In addition, cross-slip of screw components during loop expansion was predicted with EAMtype potentials for Ta (Ta1 potential in [RGG + 13]) but not with the Finnis-Sinclair potential that was used in the current study.
The PFDD model will be applied to first simulate the expansion of a single dislocation loop (discussed in more detail in the next section). To validate the PFDD results, MS simulations were carried out for similar cases. Initial simulation cells of size 108 × 39 × 67 (in units of lattice parameter in the specific crystallographic orientation) were created using equilibrium lattice parameter corresponding to P = 0 atm and T = 0 K, with the Cartesian axes x, y, z oriented along the 111 , 112 , and 110 crystallographic directions and 3D periodic boundary conditions. Following this a dislocation loop of radius 18*|b| was inserted on a 110 plane close to the center of the simulation cell using the isotropic linear elasticity displacement field of a dislocation loop, as implemented in the ATOMSK software [Hir15] . A RSS was applied to expand the loop on the slip plane in the b direction. The RSS was applied by applying an affine deformation to all the atoms in the simulation cell to result in the strain corresponding to the RSS 
Results and Discussion
To test the extension of the PFDD model described above, we consider two different simulation configurations. The first is expansion of a single, initially circular, dislocation loop and the second is propagation of a kink-pair. The first case is informative because in BCC metals the dislocation loop will not expand symmetrically due to the difference in the energy barrier for the screw, edge, and mixed typed dislocations. A dislocation loop contains the full range of line characters, hence the role played by the character-dependent core energy on dislocation motion can be assessed.
An example of the initial conditions for the expansion of a loop in PFDD is shown in Figure 4 . The 3D configuration is shown schematically in Figure 4(a) . This consists of a cubic box with dimensions 108 × 108 × 108 (in units of |b|) and an applied stress, σ xz , that will cause the loop to expand. Figure 4(b) shows a close-up of the loop on the glide plane as generated from PFDD. A circular dislocation loop with radius 18*|b| is initialized on the (110) slip plane with b = 1 2 [111]. This loop size was chosen to match the loop radius used in the MS simulations. The green region in Figure 4 (b) indicates areas that have not been slipped, whereas the blue region are areas that have been slipped by a single perfect dislocation. The red line represents the dislocation line.
The second simulation configuration is for kink-pair propagation. Kink-pairs are a common mechanism for screw dislocation motion in which the screw dislocation nucleates a small step in the dislocation line. This step is comprised of two oppositely signed edge segments and one screw segment. Due to the ease at which edge dislocations move, the two edge segments will move away from each other (with appropriate loading conditions) along the length of the straight screw dislocation. This, in turn, propagates the screw dislocation. Figure 5 presents the PFDD simulation set-up for the kink-pair simulation. In this work, we do not explicitly address kink-pair nucleation. Hence, the kink-pair is placed along the straight screw dislocation as part of the initial conditions, and allowed to propagate under an applied load.
All simulations had a computational grid spacing of 1*|b| in the x, y, and z directions. In addition, Figure (b) presents the initial conditions on the glide plane for these simulations.
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due to the use of a Fourier transform in the calculation of Equation 2.5, all PFDD simulations have periodic boundary conditions. This will result in the presence of some image forces due to dislocations in neighboring periodic cells, which is also the case in the MS simulations. In both methods, the interactions with image dislocations will have an affect on the simulation, particularly when dislocation line are near the edges of the simulation cell. Finally, in these PFDD simulations the materials are assumed to be elastically isotropic. The Voigt isotropic moduli are reported in Table 1 .
Expansion of a Perfect Dislocation Loop
To test our character-dependent lattice energy, we first simulated the expansion of a perfect dislocation loop in both PFDD and MS for Ta and also Nb. Ta provides the most direct comparison between modeling approaches since the functional form of the transition function is formulated using MD information generated for Ta. In addition, these MD results utilized the same interatomic potential as the MS results presented here. However, the model should be general enough to extend to other BCC metals. Hence, we have also modeled Nb using the same piecewise function for the transition function. This is somewhat of an extrapolation, since Peierls stress or Peierls energy barrier calculations as a function character have not been previously done for Nb. Figures 6 and 7 show the expanding dislocation loop at different stages of the minimization for an applied RSS. A RSS value of 2 GPa was used for the Ta and Nb in both the PFDD and MS simulations. This value was selected to be smaller than the Peierls stress for the screw dislocation, but large enough to overcome the elastic attraction between the dislocation segments within the loop. The loops are colored by character, with a continuous red-white-blue coloring scheme transitioning from screw (red) to edge (blue) character. For all quantitative comparisons, screw dislocations were defined as θ = 0 • ± 10 • and edge as θ = 90 • ± 10 • . Figures 6 and 7 show that, with the addition of line character dependence to the E lattice term, PFDD qualitatively captures the correct loop growth as predicted by MS. Rather than symmetric expansion of the loop, the edge segments propagate while the screw dislocation segments remain relatively stationary and increase in length. This quickly results in an elliptical loop shape. The edge segments continue to propagate until they annihilate with the periodic image dislocations, leaving two long pure screw dislocation segments. This final configuration is considered to be the steady state solution for these simulations.
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Note that, in Figure 7 , MS predicts a skewed or slanted loop structure for Nb due to the asymmetric peak in the Peierls barrier at mixed type dislocations with θ = 70.5 • , which does not exist for segments with θ ≈ 135 • . Hence, while the 70.5 • segments move more slowly, the ∼ 135 • segments are not restricted in such a way and can move more quickly that their 70.5 • counterparts producing a loop structure that appears skewed or slanted. This is also qualitatively captured by PFDD as the line-character dependent E lattice includes multiple minima as discussed in section 2.2.2. This skewed loop structure is slightly more pronounced in the MS results that the PFDD. This may be due in part to the assumption of elastic isotropy used in the PFDD simulations. In addition, due to the lower Peierls stress and weaker elastic interactions, the segments at ∼ 135 • move more in Nb compared to Ta, at the same RSS of 2 GPa. This makes the skewed loop structure prominent in Nb compared to Ta. A more quantitative comparison between the MS and PFDD simulations of dislocation loop expansion is shown in Figure 8 . The comparisons are made at different stages of minimization, for which the minimization steps were normalized based on the step at which edge components of the loop interact across the periodic boundaries and annihilate each other. Figure 8(a) compares the ratio between major and minor axis of the loop. Effectively this metric measures the ratio of the distance between opposite screw components to the distance between the opposite edge components. This ratio is initially close to 1, as the loop is approximately circular, and quickly changes to a value > 1 as the loop expands asymmetrically. A fair agreement is observed between PFDD and MS predictions, with the ratio saturating to a value ≈ 3.
The PFDD values more closely match the MS results for Ta. Any differences seen in this case lie primarily in the steady state result, where PFDD slightly under-predicts the MS result. This discrepancy is likely due to the differences in the elastic interaction between the screw type dislocations as captured in MS versus PFDD. The model assumes the material is isotropic and, therefore, the screw and edge segments within the same loop do not interact elastically. As a measure of elastic anisotropy, Zener anisotropy ratios, A = 2C 44 C 11 −C 12 , can be calculated as: A T a = 1.568 and A N b = 0.499. Although the departure from unity (signifying isotropy) in the anisotropy ratios is similar for Ta and Nb,A N b < 1 and A T a > 1. In the case of Nb, PFDD shows a very good match in the aspect ratio at the initial stages of loop growth, but quickly starts to over-predict the MS results. Converse to Ta, PFDD over-predicts the steady result calculated by MS for Nb. Figure 8 (b) compares the fraction of the screw dislocation in the expanding loop at various stages of minimization. The fraction was determined by counting all dislocation segments with a line-character θ = 0 • ± 10 • as screw and comparing this to total number of dislocation segments at various stages of minimization. Note that beyond the initial few steps in minimization, both MS and PFDD predict that the expanding loop has a higher screw fraction in Nb compared to Ta. About halfway through the simulation, there is a noticeable change in slope indicating a sudden growth in screw type dislocations, particularly in the PFDD generated results. This change in slope indicates where elastic interactions with image dislocations start to dominate, motivating the edge type dislocations to annihilate with the neighboring dislocations. This change in slope is present in the MS simulations, although it is more gradual and occurs later in the normalized simulation time.
The PFDD and MS results show reasonable agreement. Interestingly the PFDD results first under-predict the fraction of screw dislocation in the loop, and then over-predict the amount of screw dislocation once the image forces start becoming more dominant. We note that in the initial configuration of the loop in PFDD, there are relatively long screw segments due to the cubic computational grid. Hence, initially the PFDD results show a decrease in the fraction of screw dislocation as the loop quickly relaxes to minimize the amount of screw type dislocation once energy minimization occurs.
Propagation of a Straight Screw Dislocation through Kink-Pair Motion
In addition to the expansion of a loop, the propagation of a straight screw dislocation through kink-pair motion in Ta was also modeled in PFDD. Simulation results are shown in Figure 9 . The kink-pair is initially placed along the screw dislocation. With an applied stress of 1.77 GPa, the edge segments of the kink-pair rapidly propagate to the end of the simulation cell where they annihilate with the image dislocation in the periodic cells. The screw type-dislocation has then propagated forward by on Burgers vector step. 
Conclusions
We have presented a PFDD model extended to BCC metals. In particular, the model extensions are focused on capturing the dependence of the Peierls energy barrier on character. This has been achieved through the addition of a transition function, which describes how the energy for a dislocation to glide through the crystal lattice depends on the dislocation character angle, θ. In this work, the functional form of the energy barrier transition has been informed by MD calculations of Peierls stress as a function character for Ta previously reported in [KBC12] . We realize that this approach relies on the quality of the interatomic potential used for the MD simulations, and we note that the form of the transition function could easily be modified as new atomisitic data becomes available.
The character dependent PFDD model was demonstrated by modeling expansion of a dislocation loop and propagation of a screw dislocation through kink-pair motion in Ta. In addition, a dislocation loop expansion was modeled in Nb to illustrate the ability of the transition function to extrapolate to other BCC metals beyond Ta. The PFDD results for expansion of a dislocation loop in both Ta and Nb were directly compared to similar simulations completed with MS. The results from the two methods compared reasonably well, with the largest source or error likely being in the calculation of the elastic interactions, which were considered only isotropically in PFDD. Perhaps most notable were the evolution of a skewed loop structure and the higher screw fraction in Nb as shown in the MS calculations, which are also captured by PFDD.
Ultimately, dislocation dynamics in BCC metals are rate dependent, giving rise to a macroscopic deformation response that is highly sensitive to the applied strain rate and temperature. With the mechanistic model in place in the present framework, it is now possible to incorporate temperature and rate effects on dislocation motion. With such additions, this model could model both nucleation and propagation of kink-pairs for example. Such topics are interesting extensions for future work.
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